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PHILATELY
from A to Z

In this presentation I will show unusual stamps, unexpected usages and 
covers from little known countries. All sorts of  items that attracted me for 
their astonishing peculiarities.

There are stories for each of  the 26 letters of  the alphabet as well as for 
Ch, Ph and Th as these have their own entries in older dictionaries. 

In fact these are my « coups de cœur » that I will show you.



A Adèle
• The portrait of  Adèle Dumont d’Urville is illustrated on a stamp issued by 

the French Southern and Antarctic Territory in 1988.

• Her claim to fame is that it is her name that Jules Sébastien Dumont 
d’Urville gave to the territory he set his foot on January 20, 1840. This sliver 
of  frozen land he called Terre Adélie or Adeliland.

• A stamp from Madagascar was overprinted                  on the occasion of  
the first voyage of  the French Antarctic Expedition on January  20, 1950. 



A                  Adèle



B Ballon monté
• During the 1870-71 war between the French and the Prussian troops, the city of  Paris was 

surrounded by the enemy. Nadar organised the first mail transport using hot air balloons. Most 
often the balloons  were « montés », that is,  they were piloted and carried a couple of  
passengers. At other times the balloons were « libres », meaning there was no pilot on board. 
Two million pieces of  mail were thus carried during the four months of  the siege. 

• A newspaper sheet, « La Gazette des Absents », was published every second or third day.  News 
about life in Paris was printed on one side of  the sheet while the other side was left blank to be 
used for personal correspondence. 

• A letter posted on December 13, 1870 for Boulogne sur Mer was carried by the « Ville de Paris » 
balloon. It landed in Sinn near Frankfurt-am-Main, in enemy territory.  The letter was held there 
and delivered at the end of  the war. It was received in July 1871.



B Ballon Monté



C Curie
• Maria Sklodowska Curie, born in 1867, was a physicist and a chemist who conducted 

pioneering research on radioactivity. She was the first woman to win a Nobel Prize and 
only woman to win it twice, in different sciences. She also was the first woman to become 
a professor at Université de Paris.

• Born in Poland, she moved to Paris to continue her studies in sciences. She isolated 
radium in 1910 and later polonium, another radioactive element, named after her native 
country.

• She obtained her Nobel Prize in physics in 1911 with Pierre Curie, her husband, and 
Henri Becquerel who discovered radioactivity. Her second Nobel Prize was in chemistry 
for her discovery and study of  radium and polonium.



C Curie



Ch Chenonceau
• The very large number of  American and Canadian soldiers that came in defence of  France 

during the Second World War led to the clogging of  the postal system on both sides of  the 
Atlantic. A system of  coded telegrams was implemented by the French post office. Forms were 
offered to the allied troops to send telegrams to Canada or the States.
Besides the address, the sender could pick a maximum of  three sentences chosen among a list of  
260 sentences. Each sentence was assigned a number. The numbers corresponding to the chosen 
sentences were to be inscribed in the telegram.

• The form had to be franked with a 25 F stamp, usually the 25 F Chenonceau stamp issued for 
this purpose. Once the stamp was cancelled with the APO postmark, the letter passed the 
censure, and was forwarded to the Central Radio de Paris to be transmitted to the USA through 
the Western Union, Imperial Wireless, Commercial, R.C.A.,etc...offices for delivery.



Ch Chenonceau



D                       Dear doctor

• Back in the mid-1950's, doctors in the United States began receiving colorful postcards from exotic 
locations around the world advertising a popular anesthetic drug known as Pentothal Sodium. Its 
manufacturer, Abbott Laboratories of  Illinois, developed a scheme to mail a postcard every couple of  
weeks to hundreds of  thousands of  doctors and health facilities, first to US addresses and then others 
abroad.

• Each card starts with the salutation, "Dear Doctor," hence the nickname of  these collectibles sometimes 
referred to as "Dear Doctor" cards, followed by a message regarding the virtues of  the drug. This was 
"junk mail" at its finest.

• The cards all bear native scenes depicting the people, places, or culture of  the country it was mailed from. 
They came from every corner of  the globe, including such locales as Antarctica, French Polynesia, Panama, 
and Spanish Sahara.



D    Dear doctor



E Etoile de Paris

• This very characteristic postmark was used to cancel stamps on mail deposited only in the 
Paris post offices. The postmark consists of  dots disposed in the shape of  a star. The 
number in the star’s center identifies the post office. These post offices were numbered 
from 1 to 40.

• Number 3 was assigned to the post office at Place de la Madeleine.

• These postmarks were used between 1863 and 1876. Later on stamps were cancelled with 
the circular dated postmark. One operation instead of  two.



E Etoile de Paris



F Floating safes

• The sinking of  the RMS Titanic (April 15, 1912) and the RMS Lusitania (May 7, 
1915) were the most notorious maritime disasters of  the decade. They inspired 
some inventions to safeguarding mail and valuables on ships

• Van Blaarden, a Dutch company, proposed to carry mail and valuables in some sort 
of  a safe attached to the deck of  ships. In the case of  sinking, the safe would 
automatically be released and eventually be recovered.  A supplementary tax was 
required for the letters placed in such safes. 

• Seven stamps were issued in the Netherlands for this purpose. The stamps were 
hardly used. Unsold stamps were overprinted and sold as regular postage.



F Floating safes



G Guam Guard Mail

• Only a few thousand Guam Guard Mail stamps were issued in 1930 in 1 cent (1000 
stamps) and 2 cent values (4000 stamps).

• The stamps were needed for administrative purposes as Guam became a U.S. 
territory following the Spanish-American war. In 1929 the Guam’s governor learned 
that the U.S. Post Office had ceased mail service to the island. He ordered the 
production of  temporary stamps for domestic use.

• The stamps were produced in sheets of  25 in the least efficient printing method.  
For each sheet, 25 separate red-ink impressions were applied. Then 25 separate 
black-ink impressions were applied. A very time consuming process.



G Guam Guard Mail



H Hungary

• Following the end of  the First World War, the Traité de Trianon led to the 
dismembering of  the Austro-Hungarian Empire. Hungary lost a large part of  its 
territory to the benefit of  Romania,  Croatia, Czechoslovakia and even Austria. 

• In 1938, Hungary, siding with Germany, was given back some of  the lost territories.  
Thus the commemorative postmarks seen on mail in the 1938-1941 period. The 
postmarks all bear the word: Visszatert = Return to the motherland.

• Unfortunately for Hungary, this gain did not last long. In 1945, the borders 
established  by the Treaty of  Trianon were reinstated..



H                           Hungary



I                       Isla de Pascua

• Isla de Pascua, Rapa Nui, in rapanui and Easter Island in English, is a very isolated 
Chilean island in the south east of  the Pacific Ocean. It is especially famous for its 
monumental statues. The island was first visited by the Dutch navigator Jakob
Roggeveen on Easter Sunday, April 6, 1722. It became part of  Chili in 1888.

• The island is 2 078 kilometres to the east of  Pitcairn, the closest inhabited island. 
This remoteness makes Easter Island the most isolated place in the world.

• Postcard issued for the McGill University medical expedition of  1964-65 (METEI).



I                     Isla de Pascua



J                                Jaipur

• Jaipur was one of  the Feudatory States of  India. Between 1869 and 1949 
there was a convention between  these states and British India.  Jaipur issued 
stamps, for local usage only, during the 1904-1947 period. 

• The postcard postmarked February 20, 1939 was mailed in Sawai for Sri 
Madmopur.

• The reigning family of  the State of  Jaipur claimed its origin with the Sun.  
During its 40 years of  usage, the stamps and postmarks from Jaipur are 
illustrated with Indra, the Sun God.



J                                Jaipur



K                        Kionga

• The complete collection of  stamps from Kionga consists of  only four values 
which were used in 1916.

• The Kionga triangle was a 1100 km2 territory located between German East 
Africa (Tanzania) and Mozambique. Portugal took over this area during the 
First World War. Today it is part of  Mozambique.

• Stamps from Lourenço-Marques overprinted REPUBLICA were again 
overprinted with the country’s name KIONGA. The 100 reis value was 
crossed out in red and replaced by ½ centavo, 1c, 2 ½ c and 5c.



K Kionga



L Leonowens (Anna)

• Between 1862 and 1867, Anna Leonowens was governess of  the children of  king Mongkut IV of  Siam 
including eleven year old prince Chulalongkorn and future king Rama V. She would have a beneficial 
influence on the future king. Anna was disoriented by the unusual customs of  the kingdom and the many 
women of  the harem. The king was intrigued by the occidental way of  thinking and Anna’s frankness. 
This opposition between the two cultures, is the main topic Margaret Landon’s novel.

• In 1944, Margaret Landon published Anna and the King of  Siam a novel based on the memories of Anna 
Leonowens which were published in two volumes in 1870 : The English Governess at the Siamese Court et The 
Romance of  the Harem.

• Landon’s book eventually became the basis of  the Broadway musical The King and I by Rogers and 
Hammerstein presented for the first time in 1951.

• During the course of  a her life, Leonowens also lived in Aden, Australia, Singapore, the United States and 
Canada. Among other achievements she co-founded the Nova Scotia College of  Art and Design. She was 
interred in Mount Royal Cemetery in Montreal
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M   Mexico

• In the early 1900’s Mexico City used machine cancels that were produced by the Barr Fike Machine 
Company of  Kansas City. The Mexican postal administration used them in a very original and 
unique way. 

• The postmarks or flag cancels, applied to the incoming mail, gave the weather forecast of  the day 
for Mexico City. These announcements, changed daily, were offered between 1903 and 1904.

• Here are some examples of  the weather messages.

• BUEN TIEMPO A.M.  LLUVIA P.M. Nice day in the morning. Rain in the afternoon.                        
FRIO Cold. HELADA Very cold. VENTOSO  Windy. NEBULOSO  Cloudy. MEDIO 
NUBLADO Partially overcast. CALUROSO Hot. NORTE (GOLFO) Wind from the Gulf  of  
Mexico  (North wind).



M                         Mexico
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N                          Nine  

• In the early days the number 9 (九 pinyin jiǔ) was reserved in China to the Emperor 
of  the Ming dynasty. Hence it is considered as a glorious and noble number. The 
Imperial throne counted nine degrees, Chinese prostrated nine times before the 
Emperor, the Forbidden City had 9 999 rooms, etc.

• Nine (九 pinyin jiǔ) is seen in the Chinese culture as a good number because it 
sounds as the words « durable » and « eternity » (久 pinyin jiǔ). Thus it is considered 
as a good luck number that represents longevity. For this reason, it is often used in 
wedding and other ceremonies. Many weddings in China take place in September  
with the expectation that the marriage would last very long. The 9, 19 or 29 of  
September are most popular days for weddings.



N                              Nine



O Order of  Malta

• The Sovereign Order of  Malta (SMOM) is both a religious order of  the Roman Catholic Church 
and a sovereign entity under the provisions of  international law. The Order has diplomatic relations 
with 94 countries and missions.

• In 1023 Italian merchants obtained permission to establish a hospital in Jerusalem to care for “poor 
and sick” pilgrims. The hospital gained immense popularity and wealth. Following various wars, the 
Order moved first to Acre, then to Cyprus and in 1310 to Rhodes. Charles V of  Spain gave the 
Order the island of  Malta in 1830. The Order is now based in Rome, 68 via Condetti.

• The Order is an autonomous subject with its own constitution, public institutions, passports, coins 
and stamps. It is not yet a member of  UPU and its stamps are valid for mailing to countries 
(including Canada) with which the Order has bilateral relations. 
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P Postmarks

• I love illustrated commemorative postmarks. I have a collection containing over 
3200 Canadian illustrated postmarks. As there are no official listing that I know of  
and only limited advertising, unknown postmarks are discovered almost every day.

• I often draw postmarks for Canada Post.

• I also collect foreign postmarks especially when they bear an original illustration. 
Here are some examples.



P Postmarks
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P Permits

• Bulk mail allows for a cheaper postal rate. A special rate was available for newspapers 
and circulars since 1894. The mailer franks his mail with an imprint called a permit 
instead of  a stamp.

• The permit consists of  a rectangular box containing service information as well as an 
identifying number. The permit is normally printed where a stamp would be.

• For the last three years, Canada Post offers the possibility of  having illustrated 
permits. These look like stamps so that a letter bearing and illustrated permit has a 
better chance to be opened and not considered as junk mail.



P Permits



P                             Permits



Q QSL

• QSL cards are cards exchanged between  amateur radio (ham) after having 
established a radio contact. A QSL is sent to the transmitting station to 
confirm radio listening. They are considered an acknowledgment (accusé de 
réception)

• QSL is an abbreviation in Morse code of  « I acknowledge receipt ».

• QSL cards are often affixed with a vignette identifying to which national 
organisation the ham belongs.



Q                               QSL
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R Registration

• In France, customers often accused the Post Office of  all evils: lateness, destruction, 
spoliation, theft of  secrets, etc. Starting in 1820, the French postal administration started 
to offer the possibility of  registering letters. This service was first applied in Paris then was 
generalized to the rest of  the country in 1844.  The letter R identifies registered letters. 
This service has been adopted by all UPU countries.

• The various steps followed by a registered letter may be traced from the starting post 
office to its final destination. This was possible since as at every step a transit mark was 
applied on the reverse of  the letter every time it changed hands.



R                        Registration



S                              Siberia

• Tsar Alexander III authorized the construction of  the Trans-Siberian in March 1891. The 
railway line, connecting Moscow to Vladivostok, 9260 km long, was completed in 1916. 
A branch passing through Mongolia joined Moscow to Beijing.

• One of  the advantages of  the Trans-Siberian was that the connections from China and 
the Far East to Europe could take up to 20 days less than the usual sea routes.

• During the 1903-1945 period  « Via Sibérie » or « Voie de Sibérie » was the preferred 
approach.



S                              Siberia



St Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon

• The French « département et collectivité territoriale de Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon » 
consists of  a small group of  islands off  the Burin peninsula of  Newfoundland. In 
2018 about 6000 habitants live in Saint-Pierre and 600 in Miquelon. 

• For a while (roughly from 1860 to 1960), mail destined outside the islands (France, 
Canada, USA) had to transit through Canada. Thus it is not unusual to find letters 
with Saint-Pierre stamps cancelled in Halifax, North Sydney and exceptionally 
Newfoundland.
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T                                 Tab

• A tab is the part of  the selvedge attached to a stamp (se-tenant) which usually 
contains a short message.

• The message printed on the tab of  Belgium stamps issued between 1893 and 1914 
was NE PAS LIVRER LE DIMANCHE, in French and in Dutch.

• DO NOT DISTRIBUTE ON SUNDAY

• If  the mail was to be delivered on Sunday, the sender had to remove the tab, while it 
had to remain attached to the stamp if  the sender objected to a Sunday mail delivery.

• This service was only for mail sent within Belgium.



T Tab



U UFO

• On October 4,  1967, the residents of  Shag Habour (Nova Scotia) observed a 
very strange phenomenon. At about 11 p.m., an object seemed to be  floating in 
the air just above the sea. « This object, 60 feet in diameter had four flashing 
lights. The object descended to the sea and at the moment of  impact, a bright 
flash was accompanied by a very strong roar. "

• A rescue boat from Clark's Harbor and several fishing boats went to investigate. 
They arrived too late, the object having sunk to the bottom of  the sea.

• In 2001, a special cancellation commemorated this event.



U UFO



V                        V…-MAIL

• V-Mail,  a means of  fast communication, was set up for the American 
soldiers during the Second World War.

• The soldier wrote his message on a special form that was microfilmed. The 
microfilm rolls, each containing over 1800 messages, were sent to the United 
States. At the processing center, each message was printed and sent to its 
recipient in a special envelope. 

• This system greatly reduced the volume of  mail to be transported overseas.



V V…-MAIL



W                 Whale

• A whale of  a whale, the blue whale or the blue rorqual is the largest living 
creature on earth. It measures between 25 and 33 meters and weighs from 89 
to 180 tonnes.

• Scientifically it is called balaenoptera musculus and belongs to the balaenopteridea
family. It is considered as an endangered species

• On October 4, 2010 Canada Post issued a 10.00$ stamp showing the blue 
whale.  Not surprisingly, it is the largest whale stamp issued by this country.
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X               Xerox

• In 1938, Chester Carlson (8FE1906-19SE1968), an American, invented what he 
called electrophotography.  Soon after, this discovery was renamed xerography, or 
dry writing. 

• Carlson, a law student, was at the New York Public Library copying by hand  
chapters of  books he could not afford. This gave him the idea of  inventing a 
machine to copy book pages. While studying, he was experimenting in his kitchen. 
He was following the works of  an Hungarian physicist,  Pàl Selényi. In the course 
of  his research Carlson gained a number of  patents.  He secured his most 
important one on October 6, 1942 for his discovery of  electrophotography.
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Y                       Yunnan-Foo

• Yunnan-Foo, Yunnan fu or Yunnansen is now known as Kunming, a very large city, 
the capital of  the Yunnan province in south-west China. 

• In 1885 China granted France a concession for the construction of  a railway line from 
Haiphong, the main harbor in Tonkin (Indochina), to Yunnan-Foo via Lao-kou and 
Mong-tseu. The project was approved in 1904 and completed in 1910. The 855-
kilometer railway line remained in operation until 1946.

• The postal office, which used stamps of  Indochina overprinted Yunnansen, closed on 
December 31st, 1922, following an agreement that put an end to the postal privileges 
of  foreign powers.
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Z Zimbabwe, Zambia, Zaïre

• Three Z’s.   It is quite unusual to receive mail from these countries.

• Zimbabwe. The stamps represent: Agriculture, Industry 1985, and local fauna, 
1990.

• Zambia.  The stamp was issued in 1975 with a face value 50 Ngwee, then was 
overprinted 5 Kwacha in 1985.

• This territory was named Zaïre between 1971 and 1997. It is now known as 
République Populaire du Congo. 



Z Zimbabwe



ZZ Zambia



ZZZ Zaïre
• 34 stamps. A record to beat !


